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Abstract 
 
This article considers how stakeholder media, created and distributed by parties engaged in 
specific issues or with a specific firm, impacted media response to the “Beyond Petroleum” 
rebranding initiative of BP PLC in the years 2000-2005.  Using a system dynamics approach, 
we argue that “Beyond Petroleum” created both immediate and delayed effects on the firm’s 
reputation, as contributions from different kinds of media and different groups of stakeholders 
emerged and were diffused.  While immediate effects of the initiative were strongly positive 
for the firm, particularly in the news media, stakeholder media undertook sustained 
benchmarking of claims made through the initiative, as well as actions designed to create 
critical news coverage by highlighting gaps between the firm’s stated values and its practices.  
In a second phase, internal stakeholders widened this gap by injecting information previously 
neglected or not accessed by the news media into the public domain. Stakeholder media 
became a conduit for information provided by employees that had direct implications for the 
firm’s relations with industry regulators as well as for news media coverage.  We call this a 
“Trojan Horse” effect, to underline that the message of internal stakeholders was effectively 
validated by its situation inside the larger frame of Beyond Petroleum, which became a 
benchmark for criticism of BP.  We conclude that in an era of rising influence and scope for 
stakeholder media, corporate responsibility initiatives that ignore or underestimate the impact 
of stakeholder media, and in particular stakeholder media that provide a credible voice for 
employees, incur augmented reputational risks for the firm. 
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I.  Introduction 
 
A. Applying a system dynamics approach to Corporate Responsibility 
reputation initiatives 
 
While corporate responsibility (CR) occupies a growing place in reputation strategies, as well 
as in relationship-based marketing and stakeholder relations (Hunter and Van Wassenhove 
2009), very little research has been conducted on how these strategies are represented over 
time in news media.  A notable recent exception employs a constructionist framework to 
analyse how media assertions concerning CR transform the claims of firms. The authors 
observe that hostile coverage or coverage focused on problems more than solutions and 
reliance on “individuals with extreme views” as sources of information may have discouraged 
some firms from undertaking CR initiatives and reporting the results (Dickson and Eckman 
2008).  It is worth noting that the tendency of consumers to give greater weight to negative 
than to positive news about a brand in making purchase decisions has been repeatedly 
confirmed in the literature (Ahluwalia 2000, 2002), and may influence media editorial 
choices. Dickson and Eckman conclude, however, that  “fears of receiving negative press are 
unfounded” for firms that undertake and report demonstrably substantive CR initiatives. If so, 
one reason may be that there exists  “a positive and statistically significant relationship 
between corporate values and firm performance” (Donker et al. 2008), which is of primary 
importance to key stakeholders.  However, at least one study demonstrated no significant link 
between CR strategies or values and approval from the media and the public, unless practices 
generally considered as good management can be called CR (Maignan and Ferrell 2001).  At 
present the questions of how CR practices become media content, and to what effect, remain 
largely open. 
 
This case study argues that CR-based organisational promotion and reputation carry specific 
opportunities and risks based in the roles played by media and their sources in reporting the 
outcomes of and objections to the initiative. We apply a system dynamics approach (defined 
below in this section) to qualitative analysis of the public record of the “beyond petroleum” 
branding strategy of BP P.L.C., the world’s second-largest oil firm, as it played out in media 
coverage of operations in Alaska during the years 2001-2007.  We identify factors inherent in 
the firm’s internal environment that emerged as decisive for the campaign’s later success.   
We compare these factors to a “Trojan Horse”, because they were largely imperceptible at the 
outset of Beyond Petroleum, but were carried by the firm’s employees and linked stakeholder 
media into the foreground of news media, regulatory and shareholder concerns.   
 
Our principal focus is on the emergence and empowerment of information sources.  News 
media coverage is shaped, first and foremost, by the information available to reporters; 
without fresh information and sources to provide it, there is nothing “new” to report. A key 
part of our argument is that a CR policy changes the nature and number of information 
sources that are considered legitimate by news media.  Equally important, this change 
coincides with and is driven by a shift in the nature of media:  namely, the proliferation and 
professionalisation of “stakeholder” media (Hunter et al. 2008), published by partisan 
participants in and observers of organisational actions. The locus of media relations thus 
shifts from a binary to a network relationship in a complex, dynamic system, in which 
multiple actors may input information and action.     
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The focus of this study, BP’s “Beyond Petroleum” campaign, sought to show us an oil firm 
that was concerned about the planet’s future, as well as its own profits.  Though widely 
contested and in some cases ridiculed, as we shall see, the campaign was also repeatedly 
saluted in the press as an example of successful and effective rebranding.1  At the time of this 
writing, however, the term is no longer popular within BP itself, and no longer plays a 
prominent role in the firm’s advertising and marketing.  One of the reasons, as we shall see, is 
that almost immediately, and increasingly over time, BP’s claim to be moving beyond 
petroleum became both a benchmark for its CR performance and a stick with which to batter 
the firm for perceived failures to live up to its new standard. The question thus arises: How 
can an initiative be so successful by branding standards, yet also turn into a liability?  The 
question gains irony from the fact, among other things, that in 2005 BP’s leadership was 
serious enough about the implications of their position to invest $8 billion in the launch of a 
new business unit, BP Alternative Energy (Ibarra and Hunter, 2007).  If this was 
“greenwashing”, it was hardly cheap in any sense of the word.   
 
In particular, we seek to show how information provided by an organisation toward a specific 
objective generates feedback which in turn transforms the initial message and the possibilities 
of action for all stakeholders.  We base our analysis on a system dynamics approach, which 
argues that the expected results of actions may be significantly altered or reversed by the 
complexities of evolution and feedback inherent in natural or human-made systems.  To 
paraphrase Sterman (2001), the characteristics of dynamic systems include:  
 
a.  Systems or their components are constantly changing; for example, changes in the level 
of intensity of debate over climate change may well impact on an oil firm’s efforts to position 
itself as responsible.  
b.  Effects in one part of the system impact on others; for example, the behaviour of other 
oil firms may impact on the credibility of a firm that seeks to differentiate itself from its peers.   
c. These effects are nonlinear, so that “what happens locally in a system (near the current 
operating point) often does not apply in distant regions (other states of the system)”.  Thus a 
firm cannot always perceive, much less control, the response to its message as it spreads.    
d.  Outcomes are history-dependent, first because “many actions are irreversible”.  In the 
case of a major oil firm, history may include actions occurring before a CR campaign began 
that impacted the environment or communities, and that remain in the public record. This 
factor also emerged strongly in the apparel industry, where reformist initiatives were 
frequently accompanied by media reminders of past abuses (Dickson and Eckman 2008). 
e.  “Perturbations” to a system, such as actions by one component, “are amplified and 
molded by the feedback structure, generating patterns in space and time and creating path 
dependence”.  In other words, over time the ability of an organisation to shift its direction in 
response to adaptations in the system is increasingly constrained by the system’s prior 
responses to its initiatives. 
f.  “Components or agents of the system adapt or perish as changes in the larger system 
take place.”  In particular, we will observe that organisational CR initiatives may threaten or 
encourage specific internal and external agents, who react according to their own interests. 
g.  Because of time delays in feedback, the long-term impact of actions may be quite 
different from their short-term effect.  Specifically, we will argue that CR-based promotion 
creates further obligations and expectations that are amplified by media. 
 

                                                 
1 See, for example, Anon., "People want to work for companies with values".  The Western Mail, 12 May 2005. 
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To simplify, system dynamics proposes that over time, our actions create responses that create 
their own effects in turn (a “feedback loop”), making our desired outcomes less easily 
manageable and attainable.  However, we firmly do not contend that the complexities of the 
media system that enfolds CR initiatives make CR branding efforts counter-productive.  On 
the contrary, the positive consequences of a CR initiative may also be more far-reaching than 
a firm intends or expects, as will appear in some respects to be the case here.  We do posit that 
a short-term CR policy may be more risky for an organisation’s reputation than a durable 
initiative, not least because feedback from the system may continue long after the 
organisation has exited the initiative and thereby forfeited its influence on the dynamics 
initially set in motion.  
 
This article begins with a brief analysis of the dynamics and working methods of media 
coverage, contrasting the characteristics of news and “stakeholder” media.  We will then 
consider the expectations created by the launch of Beyond Petroleum, and the emergence of 
stakeholders through and in parallel with the news media.  The next section assesses the 
impact of news coverage of and stakeholder response to BP’s operations at the Prudhoe Bay 
field in Alaska.  In our discussion, we summarise the media dynamics that characterise this 
case and offer suggestions for organisations considering CR initiatives, and directions for 
future research.  Citations of news and stakeholder media appear in footnotes, while citations 
from the scholarly literature appear in endnotes. 
 
B. The dynamics of media coverage and their potential impact on CR 
reputation 
 
1. Making the news:  the primacy of change as a subject 
 
The fundamental mission of journalism is to capture events of significance to a given public.  
Events are more important to the extent that they apparently alter the environment within 
which that public lives and operates (which is why, for example, crime stories are of major 
importance in local news media).  Consequently, the news media are a record of change, and 
change – in a personality, a place, a policy or its effects – is the single most important 
defining factor of the news.  Put another way, if nothing changes, there is no news to report.  
Thus the announcement of a CR policy by a firm that previously had none is news, as is the 
eventual success, failure, expansion or abandonment of that policy.  Though the news media 
frequently enough fail to observe or report the consequences of a particular change, an initial 
report establishes a benchmark through which further developments in the story can be 
assessed for their news value.  We posit that for the firm, this reinforces “path dependence”: 
Its stated objectives or claims become part of the framework through which its initiative is 
subsequently seen as a success or a failure in the event of observed change. 
  
2. How stakeholder media are changing agenda-setting: from “what to think about and 
what you think about it” to “what to do about it” 
 
A long stream of research into media effects has established that “the salience of elements on 
the news agenda influences their salience on the public agenda (Carroll and McCombs 2003, 
Lasorsa and Wanta 1990).  In other words, people tend to think that what the news media 
consider worthy of attention matters.  More recently, as Carroll and McCombs also note, 
research into “second-level” media effects has indicated that the public tends to accept 
positive or negative, cognitive or affective attributes assigned to news events or actors by the 
news media. However, it must not be concluded that news media play a determining role in 
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shaping the material response of their users to events. To take a recent example, in 2005 
French voters massively rejected a proposed European Union constitution that was strongly 
supported by virtually all major news media.  Such phenomena are consistent with surveys in 
France and the US demonstrating a long-term decline in the credibility of news media, which 
may well modulate agenda-setting effects.2  
 
A further complexity is arising through activist or “stakeholder” media.  These media, which 
reflect partisan or community interests concerned by a given subject, have steadily multiplied 
since the mass introduction of computer-assisted publishing in the early 1980s, followed by 
web publishing in the 1990s.  Stakeholder media may include cause-driven activist print, 
radio or web-based media (Hunter 1997), financial analyst reports or specialised industry 
newsletters, online forums (Hunter and Soberman 2008a, Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006), blogs 
and other formats.  To a far greater degree than news media, their purpose is to tell a given 
group of stakeholders what they should or must do, and these calls are not infrequently 
followed by action: Shareholders may buy, sell or hold a given stock in response to an 
analyst’s report, or demonstrators may mass outside a government building because a union 
or a political movement has asked them to.  This suggests that the agenda-setting impact of 
stakeholder media, in terms of both issue salience and assignation of attributes, may be more 
pronounced than for news media (though so far as we can ascertain, this possibility has yet to 
be tested).  
 
Moreover, stakeholder media increasingly influence news media as a source of opinion or 
fact, as we will discuss below; conversely, stakeholder media frequently rely on news media 
for information derived from access to organisational leaders, among other sources. The 
relationship between news and stakeholder media is thus at once deeply competitive and 
deeply symbiotic.  Most important, perhaps, stakeholder media are dependent on the 
“gatekeepers” of news media neither to transmit their messages nor for those messages to be 
followed by effects (in the Danone boycott of 2001, news media consensus that the boycott 
ended and failed did not prevent activists and financial analysts from later inflicting severe 
damage on the firm; see Hunter et al. 2008).  Any model of how media affect an 
organisation’s reputation must therefore take both news and stakeholder media into account. 
 
We observe the following distinguishing characteristics of news and stakeholder media: 
 

• News media aspire to objectivity, fairness or balance; stakeholder media aspire to 
transparency concerning their goals and motives. The bias of the former is toward neutrality, 
the bias of the latter is partisan. 

• News media address the general public; stakeholder media address specific communities 
of interest. 

• News media add value primarily through the provision of verified, exclusive 
information, preferably from primary sources; while stakeholder media increasingly add value 

                                                 
2  In France, the 18-year TNS Sofres  “Baromètre de confiance dans les medias” indicates that around half the 
public believed that “things happened truly or more or less” as recounted in print, radio or broadcast media in 
2008, down from a peak of nearly 70 % in 1994; conversely, confidence in Internet content nearly doubled to 
just under 40 % since 2005.  See http://www.tns-sofres.com/points-de-
vue/E69E404147664AE19B85EED7EDA0995A.aspx, accessed September 2009.  In the US, the Pew Center 
reported in 2004 that 53 % of Americans currently agree with the statement, “I don’t trust the news”, and only 9 
% completely disagree with it, while most major broadcast and print media fell below 30% in credibility ratings.  
See the Pew Research Center for People and the Press,  “News Audiences Increasingly Politicized”, June 8, 
2004, at http://people-press.org/report/?pageid=834, accessed September 2009.  
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through provision of obscure primary source material and historic material, many add value 
primarily through the interpretation of other sources, including the news media. 

• While news media seek to define what is worth knowing about (“all the news that’s fit to 
print”) in the present moment, stakeholder media seek to define appropriate future responses 
to events for their users.  
 
These differences are summed up in Table 1 below, to be read from left to right: 
 
Table 1: Comparison of news and stakeholder media characteristics 
 
Media  Type News Stakeholder 
Professional attitude Objective/balanced Transparent/advocacy 
Audience General public Community of interest 
Value in content/tone Complete/neutral Partial/partisan 
Function Tell what to think about Tell what to do about it 
Information sourcing Mainly primary Largely secondary 
Temporal focus Present Past and future 
 
 
3. Why the production of news media favours the influence of stakeholder media 
 
Under the canons of objectivity, which still exercise great influence over the news profession 
worldwide, “news reports should be free of opinion or bias and represent all sides of an issue” 
(Society of Professional Journalists 1923); this requirement has since transmuted into the 
obligation to provide “a fair and comprehensive account of events and issues” (Society of 
Professional Journalists 2009). Thus any organisational initiative that is considered 
sufficiently newsworthy will lead professional reporters to seek comment and supporting 
information from those who oppose the initiative.  Of course, this does not mean that all 
voices will be given equal prominence.  The articulateness of a source, the extent of his or her 
support among other stakeholders, his or her degree of expertise and legitimacy, and other 
factors may and do influence media choices of whom to quote and how much.   
 
Nonetheless, as a story grows in the news media, more and more actors will be cited, and the 
diversity and complexity of responses to the events depicted – in system dynamics terms, the 
feedback – will also grow.  Gerlach (2001) has described the competitive “escalation of 
effort” among social activists engaged in an issue, in which different actors seek a more 
prominent role; in media terms, this becomes escalation of information.  Once this dynamic is 
underway, the initial authors of an event will inevitably lose a certain measure of control over 
the evolution of coverage, because they will increasingly be one voice among many. The rise 
of stakeholder media has reinforced this dynamic of source dispersion in at least four novel 
ways:   
 

a.  Online stakeholder media have become an increasingly visible (i.e., explicitly cited) 
and valuable source for the print and broadcast news media, which currently have 
neither the human resources (insufficient numbers of expert reporters) nor the material 
space to include all the information available on stakeholder media dedicated to 
particular subjects.  In other words, stakeholder media widen the number of sources 
available to overworked news reporters, and also make sources easier to find.  This 
trend confers more importance, and hence more prestige as actors, on specific 
stakeholders or groups of stakeholders.  Their influence is augmented by their ability to 
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discover stories in their communities that later become of general interest. For example, 
in one recent case, in which Yahoo! Inc. was attacked in France for allowing auctions of 
Nazi memorabilia on its US site, news media coverage of conflicts involving similar 
practices lagged coverage in stakeholder media by nine months (Le Menestrel et al., 
2002). 

 
b. Online stakeholder media have made reputation system dynamics more “history-
dependent” (in Sterman’s phrase), because they typically increase the quantity of 
historical materials available to actors in the media system, as well as the ease with 
which these materials may be accessed. (We will see this factor at work in our case.)  
Thus news media may turn to stakeholder media in order to “background” their 
coverage.   

 
c.  Though news media may in some (not all) cases possess more expert and professional 
reporters than stakeholder media, the latter currently possess more human and media 
resources within their base communities than any given news organisation may 
separately muster to cover a pertinent situation.  Stakeholder media within a given 
community, as an ensemble, can thus respond in a timely matter to any perturbation in 
the system that affects their interests, and may continue to respond after news media 
resources have been committed to another story. 

 
d. Because stakeholder media seek to generate action in their publics, and in at least 
some cases action results, new events are created that signal a change in the 
environment and thus become news.  By the same token, these new events provide the 
opportunity for new actors (and sources) to emerge, who undertake action in their turn.  
In system dynamics terms, stakeholder media drive an information feedback loop not 
only by providing sources to news media, but by instigating material changes in the 
environment.   

 
An example of such a loop is shown in Figure 1 below, in which “STK” represents 
“stakeholder”, and “SHR” represents shareholders. Thick solid lines represent calls to action 
or response to others’ actions.  Dotted lines represent the possibility of observation (that is, 
we can see what other actors or media are doing.) A thin solid line represents the transmission 
or reception of information. 
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Figure 1: The transformation of stakeholder reaction into media content 

 
 
 
 
C.  Contrasting linear and dynamic system responses to organisational 
communication 
 
1. The linear model: “Communication is repetition” 
 
In the business world as in politics, communication is often conceived in linear terms: An 
objective is defined, a message is formed and modified to target specific groups, the message 
is diffused through various media, and follow-up research or pre-determined measures (such 
as increased sales following an advertising campaign) determine its efficacy.  The key 
principle here, according to the handbook of communication for a change initiative of the 
French Social Security system, is that “communication is repetition.”  This administration’s 
not-atypical model is shown in figure 2 below3, where the bottom line at each step represents 
communicative action, and the top line represents the desired effect of the action: The 
communication “process” remains under the control of the initiator at each step, and there is 
no feedback beyond measuring the acceptance of the message by the target audience.  
 

                                                 
3 Adapted from “Les dix points-clés de la communication d’accompagnement du changement, » via www.cpam-
moulins.net/universite2008/Intervention/Les10pointscles.ppt.  Accessed July 2009. 
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Figure 2: A linear model of media effects 
 

 
2.  The dynamic system model: The louder the message, the wider the feedback 
 
A system dynamics model projects a far different process of cause and effect, in which the 
target for a message is reactive, and the frame through which the message is received is 
shifting: 
 

• Because the system may appear differently from local or distant perspectives, receivers 
of and respondents to the news may not be identical with the firm’s initial target audience.  
They may include internal or external stakeholders who resist the firm’s initiative because 
they do not find it credible or coherent, even if it reflects their values, or conversely, because 
it threatens their interests.  Their entry into the debate will be more or less delayed according 
to their own opportunities and strategies. 
 

• As events move forward, stakeholders will be watching the firm and other stakeholders 
to see how their objectives are affected.  Some may change their behaviour by going public 
with protests, just as others may decide to more strongly support the initiative.  Their 
legitimacy and empowerment will be dependent on factors endogenous to the initiative (the 
firm’s success or failure to attain its stated objectives and the loyalty of internal stakeholders 
to management’s objectives) as well as exogenous factors (the intensity, scope and duration of 
stakeholder resistance to the initiative, competitor actions, changes in the political and social 
environment that facilitate or obstruct further progress, etc.).    
 

• Each of these elements, and each of the actors, will affect the others, often in unforeseen 
ways.  For example, one oil company’s egregious violations of environmental regulation may 
impact the reputation of more responsible competitors, simply because they are also oil 
companies.  Likewise, intense coverage of climate change may convince some stakeholders 
that a given oil firm’s CR efforts are still inadequate, or conversely, that it should be 
supported as the best hope for the industry. 
 
Let us now consider how these dynamics operated in the case of Beyond Petrolem. 
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II.  The launch of “Beyond Petroleum” and media response 
 
A. The announcement and immediate reaction 
 
On March 22 2000, CEO John Browne, who in the preceding months had absorbed several of 
BP’s competitors to create the world’s third-largest oil firm, sought to strongly differentiate 
his firm from the near-totality of US oil firms, whose leaderships were taking an explicitly 
hostile stance to the forthcoming Kyoto accords.  Browne argued that there is “a direct link 
between business success and environmental progress”, and that business engagement in the 
issue “has to be about the application of all the normal methods of doing good business to 
meet the challenges we face. That means measurement, targets, milestones and transparency 
of performance. We need to know what we are doing, what is changing and where the barriers 
exist.” 4 
 
Browne had argued that business values could contribute to social progress in similar terms 
since the late 1990s, and so the speech was not news.5 In contrast, the announcement of the 
Beyond Petroleum branding campaign on July 24, which generated 164 articles catalogued by 
Factiva, made far more limited claims, at least so far as press coverage indicates.  Its key 
reported features were a new “helios” (or sun) corporate logo, redesign of BP’s retail stations 
to include solar panels and Internet access for customers, and development of cleaner fuels. 
Browne predicted that these changes would drive 10% growth in retail sales.  He also noted 
that 40% of BP’s business was now in natural gas, the cleanest of fossil fuels, and that BP 
was already the largest manufacturer of solar panels in the world. Asked if the new brand 
downplayed the company’s core oil business, Browne replied:  "It's thinking about the future 
as well as yesterday."6  
 
Browne clearly sought to reassure investors, both in the limited scope of the new campaign’s 
specific claims and its focus on the oil business.  (Indeed, our review of financial analysts 
who regularly covered BP over the next two years showed that not one mentioned “Beyond 
Petroleum”.)  Nonetheless, this was a change in a major firm’s public image, and generated 
immediate critical reaction in the news media.  The Wall Street Journal warned that BP’s 
campaign would hurt shareholders in general and BP’s in particular: 

 
“What is ‘corporate responsibility?’ You can bet it doesn't mean being responsible to 
investors or it wouldn't seem so exciting to so many self-styled critics. …. While BP 
Amoco may have gotten a few more positive clips, its stock has performed less well 
over the past year than Exxon Mobil.”7   

 
The initiative also targeted consumers through a new advertising campaign: "Is it possible to 
drive a car and still have a clean environment? Can solar power become mainstream? Can 
business go further and be a force for good? We think so.”8  Again, news media adopted a 
“debunking” stance.  At a moment when gasoline prices were sharply rising in the UK and 

                                                 
4 See http://www.bp.com/genericarticle.do?categoryId=98&contentId=2000303. Accessed July 2009. 
5 As evidenced by the fact that it generated no comment which appears in the Factiva news database. 
6  William Maclean, “ BP goes greener with "beyond petroleum" rebrand.” Reuters, 24 July 2000. 
7 Roger Bate, “Business Europe: What Could Be More Responsible Than Profits?” The Wall Street Journal 
Europe, 11 December 2000. 
8 Op. cit., see note 6. 
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elsewhere, the campaign was attacked by news media commentators as distracting consumers 
from BP’s windfall profits.9    
 
In both of these reactions, news media spoke to and for stakeholders (investors and 
consumers). However, they did not seek to mobilise these communities, but rather to alert 
them to information that might affect their interests – and in fact, their critical responses did 
not negatively impact BP’s stock, as shown in Figure 7 below.  Even as critics, they were far 
less outspoken than Greenpeace, which declared: "BP doesn't stand for Beyond Petroleum. It 
stands for Burning the Planet."  Greenpeace added, "This is a triumph of style over substance. 
BP spent more on their logo this year than they did on renewable energy last year. A more 
appropriate logo would be a miserable polar bear on a melting ice pack."10  These comments 
were quoted by Reuters, The Times, The Daily Mail, the Wall Street Journal and other major 
print media, in keeping with the dynamics of news production described above.  Other 
stakeholder media echoed and extended Greenpeace’s critiques. To take one example among 
very many, the US-based NGO Corpwatch, whose declared mission is to “investigate and 
exposes corporate violations of human rights, environmental crimes, fraud and corruption 
around the world”, awarded BP its “Greenwash Award” for being “beyond preposterous”, 
saying: “When a company spends more on advertising its environmental friendliness than on 
environmental actions, that's greenwash.”11 
 
A fourth stakeholder group cited in news coverage of the event was comprised of business 
allies to BP’s principles and foundations or consultants working to make business “greener” 
with an eye on the Kyoto accords.  The Washington Post reported that some well-known 
companies "are coming around to embrace scientific findings and now want to be part of the 
solution instead of the problem".  Besides BP, this group also included BP’s direct 
competitor, Shell, which had announced the goal of surpassing Kyoto requirement for 
reduced fossil fuel emissions, as well as developing alternative fuel sources.12   
 
A critical stakeholder group, BP’s employees, was only alluded to indirectly in media 
coverage. An “alternative” investor cited by the Seattle Times noted that “eco-friendly 
companies attract not only customers, but also employees more familiar with environmental 
issues who can put that knowledge to work for the companies.”13  Paula Banks, BP’s senior 
vice president for social strategy and policy, observed in 2002 that "for some employees 
[Beyond Petroleum] reinforced what BP really stood for and was extremely well received, but 
in other parts it backfired horribly.”14 The launch of BP Alternative Energy in 2007 suggested 
one reason: “We were trying to model a new way of doing business that brought together the 
best of BP.  Instead it sounded like nothing but criticism: ‘We are different.’ Different from 
what?  From BP?  Why?  Because the old way is bad, the new is good? It didn’t help.”  
(Ibarra and Hunter 2007)  

                                                 
9 See, for example, Michael Wang, “BP’s Logo Along Won’t Change Image.”  Dow Jones International News, 
July 25 2000. 
10 Anon., “BP - Beyond Petroleum or Burning the Planet?” Greenpeace, July 27 2000, via 
http://www.greenpeace.org.uk/climate/bp-beyond-petroleum-or-burning-the-planet, accessed Nov. 2 2009. 
11 Kenny Bruno, “BP: Beyond Petroleum or Beyond Preposterous?” Corpwatch.org, December 14th, 2000, at 
http://www.corpwatch.org/article.php?id=219.  Accessed July 2009. 
12 William Drozdiak, “U.S. Firms Become 'Green' Advocates; Global Warming Talks Near End.” Washington 
Post Foreign Service, 24 November 2000. 
13 Thomas Lee,  “Seattle Investment Funds Offer Chance to Support Ecologically-Mind Companies.”  Seattle Times, 11 
September 2000. 
14 Terry MacAlister, “Interview Paula Banks, senior vice-president, social strategy and policy, BP - Big oil's 
green evangelist.”  The Guardian, 27 April 2002.  
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Nonetheless, the firm’s employees had not opened their own line of communication to 
external media.  In other words, there was a major delay in feedback concerning them, if not 
within the firm (where their reaction was perceptible to at least some executives) then within 
the news and stakeholder media that followed BP.  
 
B. Greenpeace generates newsworthy action 
 
On August 7, Greenpeace announced that its activists had occupied a barge owned by BP that 
was carrying equipment to build Northstar, the first oil drilling platform in the Arctic Circle. 
Confirming that Browne’s new stance had set a benchmark for BP, Greenpeace repeated that 
it “disputes claims that the company has a serious commitment to renewable energy and is 
moving ‘beyond petroleum’ to protect the planet's climate.”15  The action generated extensive 
news coverage in print (Associated Press, Reuters16) and television (CNN17), as well as 
support from environmentalist websites (for example, “Help Greenpeace Confront Oil Giant 
BP in the Arctic”, pleaded the NGO Cruelty Free Living18). In the aftermath of the 
occupation, the US courts (where the activists were tried, thus generating potential future 
news events)) and Alaskan and Federal regulatory agencies became involved.  Greenpeace’s 
account of the incident remained online, among the first five out of 4690 search results on 
Google for “northstar beyond petroleum BP” as of May 2009. In other words, the instigator of 
the action became a primary and accessible historic source.  
 
Greenpeace also appealed directly to environmentalist shareholders, a stakeholder group not 
cited in previous news and online media coverage: 
 

“Greenpeace is also calling on BP to follow the advice of 13 percent of its shareholders 
who voted last April in favour of a resolution calling on the company to cancel 
Northstar and invest the savings in its solar division [note: the resolution was composed 
and driven by Greenpeace]. BP received a clear message from its shareholders that it 
should become part of the solution for global warming, and not continue drilling for 
more new oil, which will make a bad situation worse.”19  

 
Whatever the material influence of Greenpeace and its allies, they were visibly altering the 
frame and content of news and stakeholder media coverage (and with them, the probable first 
and second-level media effects).  This dynamic is modelled in figure 3. 
 

                                                 
15 Anon., “Greenpeace Volunteers Intercept BP Oil Barge.”  Greenpeace, via 
http://www.greenpeace.org.uk/media/press-releases/greenpeace-volunteers-intercept-BP-oil-barge, Aug. 7 2000, 
accessed Nov. 2 2009.  
16 Anon. “Greenpeace Activists Board Oil Barge.”  Associated Press, via 
http://www.climateark.org/articles/2000/3rd/gracbooi.htm, accessed Nov. 2 2009.  Note the reprise of news 
media by a stakeholder media.  See also Yereth Rosen, “Greenpeace protesters remain on BP barge in Alaska.”  
Reuters News, Aug. 8 2000.  
17 See Jim Boulden, “Q&A with John Elkington, President of SustainAbility.”  Via 
http://www.johnelkington.com/profile-cnn-2000.htm, accessed Nov. 2 2009.  In this interview, a shareholder 
activist is asked by CNN to comment on the Northstar occupation and its impact on shareholders and the BP 
board.  A link to CNN’s home site no longer functions, meaning that the stakeholder news site is now the 
primary source. 
18 See http://www.crueltyfree.org.uk/cfl/200004/art10.htm.  A Google search in July 2009 showed 11,800 hits 
for the terms “northstar greenpeace”, and 6 of the top 20 hits are NGOs besides Greenpeace. 
19 Anon., “Greenpeace Occupies Barge Bound for BP Arctic Oil Site.” U.S. Newswire, 7 August 2000. 
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Figure 3:  Dynamics of Greenpeace’s media strategy 
 

 
 
Note that Greenpeace has assumed a mediating position between shareholders, stakeholder 
media and news media.  Also, its involvement with regulators prolongs the newsworthiness of 
its protest action.  Greenpeace thus acquires influence over multiple channels whose content 
can affect coverage in news and stakeholder media. Shareholders are confirmed as a key locus 
of concern for activists, management, and news media. The news media remain a major locus 
of information, and different actors seek to influence them directly (by creating events) and 
indirectly (via stakeholder media).  However, the news media do not control the information 
entering the system.  In other words, they have lost a part of their gatekeeper function. 
 

III.  Trying to make it real: 2002-2005 
 
A.  BP aligns internal practices and external announcements 
 
A growing record of claims and counter-claims had been created. Meanwhile, Browne’s 
premise that going “beyond petroleum” could be managed through business processes of 
goals, innovation and measurement was being tested within BP, where measures of attention 
to social diversity, greenhouse gas emission reductions, respect for the Voluntary Principles, 
and other CR practices had been integrated into criteria for executive performance and 
remuneration beginning in the late 1990s.20  The firm’s business activities were also affected.  
The solar unit, which had absorbed a half-billion dollars of investment since the 1970s 
without ever showing a profit, was given a new director with the mission of growing the 
business or closing it (Ibarra and Hunter 2007), and new investment – minor by BP standards, 
on the order of several tens of millions of $US, but significant for the unit—was provided.   
 
Simultaneously, BP’s external communication stressed the firm’s forward-thinking 
responsibility. In 2002, of the 86 press releases catalogued on BP’s website, 20 (23%) directly 

                                                 
20 Browne had declared publicly that “delivery against those standards is obligatory and non-negotiable, and 
assurance processes are designed to make sure the standards are being met, including external verification.” See 
“The Case for Social Responsibility”, Sir John Browne, Group Chief Executive The British Petroleum Company 
p.l.c., A presentation to the Annual Conference of Business for Social Responsibility, Boston, 
USA, 10 November 1998. Available at www.bp.com as of July 2009. 
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concerned CR themes, including 11 announcements related to solar operations, one about 
wind power investments, and eight concerning “cleaner” fuels (for example: “Committed To 
Cleaner Environment, BP Begins Selling Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel In California”21). BP also 
invested in its own stakeholder media: In 2003 its corporate website was ranked by Investis, a 
London-based communications consultancy, as the best among 400 companies surveyed.  An 
Investis executive commented: "You get the impression that it wants to involve all its 
shareholders. Over a long period, the share price has achieved a premium to its peers and this 
openness has played a central part in that."22 The website’s mission statement now included 
“innovating, improving, making a difference [and] being creatively engaged and applying the 
skills that we have to provide answers, not excuses.”23   
 
The positive results of this campaign were already evident at the end of 2001.  Despite the 
overall critical tone of news media coverage, executives, media and environmental activists 
surveyed by The Financial Times rated BP the firm “that does most to protect the 
environment.”  The FT reported: “there appears to be near consensus that it has made 
exceptional efforts to replenish environmental resources, develop alternative fuels and 
communicate with stakeholders.”24 BP’s position appeared sufficiently credible by now to 
Greenpeace that on August 28, 2002, the environmentalist group and BP issued a “historic” 
(according to Greenpeace) joint appeal from a meeting of the World Business Council for 
Sustainable Development (WBCSD), demanding governments to immediately adopt and 
implement the Kyoto Accords. Greenpeace noted that five years previously, it had fought 
“like cats and dogs” with WBCSD’s members. This entente placed no constraints on either 
BP or Greenpeace.25  It did, however, confirm Greenpeace’s legitimacy as a stakeholder in 
Beyond Petroleum, and BP’s legitimacy as the oil industry’s leading advocate of action on 
climate change. 
 
B.  Environmentalist shareholders pressure the firm’s transparency on 
Alaska 
 
In January 2002, an international coalition of environmentalist investors announced that they 
would submit a resolution to be voted on by shareholders at BP’s annual meeting in April, 
with the aim of forcing the firm to abandon its Arctic drilling plans. The new resolution 
specifically asked management:  
 

"to prepare a report disclosing ... how the company analyses and takes steps to control 
significant risks to shareholder value from operating in environmentally or culturally 
sensitive areas and lobbying for access to areas with a protected environmental status. 
These risks include operating, financial and reputation risks to the business in general, 
the ability to attract and retain high quality staff, and the impact on BP's effort in 
building its reputation as a good corporate citizen. The report should include a 
description of how the information therein affects BP's decision-making processes."26 

                                                 
21 Via www.bp.com , http://www.bp.com/genericarticle.do?categoryId=2012968&contentId=2001592, accessed 
Nov. 2 2009. 
22 Anon., “Top of the class - how BP's site outguns rivals.” Sunday Business, 11 November 2001. 
23 See www.bp.com.  
24 Alison Maitland, “Survey - World's Most Respected Companies - Due Recognition Given For Effort - The 
Environment”.  Financial Times, 17 December 2001. 
25 Anon., “Traditional adversaries call for action on climate change.”  www.Greepeance.org, 28 August 2002. 
Accessed July 2009. 
26 Anon., “Investors Call on BP to Assess Risk to Shareholder Value from Drilling in Environmentally Sensitive 
Areas Such as the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge”.  Business Wire, 23 Jan. 2002.  
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The initiative was reported in The Financial Times,27 and the subsequent shareholder meeting 
was described by observers as a fiasco. One might comment that BP was being punished for 
its pro-environment position.  However, during this period other oil firms were punished even 
more, as Greenpeace UK and other stakeholders launched campaigns to persuade motorists to 
avoid gas stations owned by Exxon Mobil, among other actions. BP remained the stock of 
choice for socially-responsible investors in the oil industry, along with Shell.  
 
C.  The re-emergence of BP’s history via stakeholder media 
 
History creates path dependence in a dynamic system, and BP’s history was of growing 
interest to stakeholder media.  In the mid-1990s, a Colombian army brigade assigned to 
protect BP’s in-country assets was accused of massacring civilians.  The incident left a very 
long tail: A Google search for the terms “BP Colombia massacre” turned up 37,600 hits in 
May 2009.  Among the top five is “Beyond Petroleum: Can BP deliver?”28, a report by the 
Fridtjof Nansens Institutt (Norway) which details all accusations made by human rights 
NGOs against BP in the course of over a decade (through 2001), as well as the firm’s efforts 
to address those concerns.  The function of such stakeholder catalogues was to make BP’s 
past readily accessible, and thus to extend the temporal range of the benchmarks applied to 
the firm.  
 
Interestingly, the news media largely ignored BP’s history in Colombia following the Beyond 
Petroleum announcement.  A notable exception was The Financial Times, where a profile of 
John Browne included some 500 words detailing “a stern test of BP’s vaunted ethical stance” 
and BP’s efforts to redress past errors.  The article then suggested that Beyond Petroleum was 
an attempt “to distance BP from the [oil industry] pack by pushing through an overhaul of the 
way the company deals with the outside world”. The same article noted that 
“environmentalists are less cynical” about Beyond Petroleum than BP’s peers in the oil 
industry, citing the World Wildlife Fund as among BP’s supporters.29 For the great majority 
of news reporters, however, the Colombian incident appears to have been merely “old news”, 
with no direct causal link to current affairs.  Figure 4 below represents the information 
sources and flows of the above developments 
 
 

                                                 
27 Matthew Jones, “UK oil companies are better behaved, says survey.” Financial Times, 23 January 2002. 
28 The document is available at this writing at www.fni.no/doc&pdf/FNI-R0602.pdf 
29 Tobias Buck, David Buchan, Krishna Guha And Sheila McNulty, “Oiling the political engine.” Financial 
Times,1 August 2002. 
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Figure 4: Sources and targets of media coverage in the concretisation phase of Beyond 
Petroleum 
 

  
 
Note that Greenpeace has consolidated its influential position by opening a direct dialogue 
with management, and by maintaining an alliance with prominent environmentalist 
shareholders.  The latter are news sources in themselves, and their confluence with 
Greenpeace’s position offers another channel to management’s attention. Stakeholder media 
are playing a more defined role as keepers of historical archives. BP’s employees remain out 
of the loop, but that is about to change, too. 
 
D. News and stakeholder media benchmarking of Alaska operations against 
Beyond Petroleum  
 
1. The Financial Times taps into an internal stakeholder source network 
 
A single reporter, Sheila McNulty of The Financial Times, appears to have played a key role 
in influencing other actors in BP’s media environment.  In the period 2001-2005, McNulty 
authored or co-authored 114 articles mentioning BP catalogued by Factiva; her articles were 
also reprinted or cited in stakeholder media.  Increasingly, she focused on BP’s failures to 
meet environmental and safety requirements across its operations, and particularly in Alaska, 
where BP managed the Prudhoe Bay oil fields and related infrastructure for a consortium of 
oil firms.   
 
An exogenous event that occurred virtually simultaneously with the announcement of Beyond 
Petroleum had already signalled to news media and their environmentalist sources that a 
major story was building in Alaska: In August 2001, plans proposed by the Bush 
Administration to open the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) to oil exploration and 
drilling passed the US House of Representatives.  Welcomed by the oil industry, the measure 
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also massively mobilised right-wing and libertarian stakeholder media in its favour,30 while 
generating similarly massive hostile online coverage from environmentalists.  
 
McNulty’s article on the legislation followed standard news procedure: She quoted a 
spokesman for the environmentalist group, the Audubon Society, as saying that it was “a 
catastrophe.”  The article also sought to quote BP, which deferred comment.31  Her next 
article linking BP and Alaska appeared on July 10, 2002, following a declaration by an 
opposition US politician that “companies with interests in Alaska's North Slope oil fields had 
refused to disclose the full costs of their clean-up liabilities to investors.”  This subject 
appeared first in Reuters and The Wall Street Journal, which in most newsrooms would be 
seen as putting competitive pressure on McNulty.  A BP official was quoted at length to the 
effect that the charges were baseless.32   
 
In August 2002, McNulty’s coverage of BP took a decisive turn following the explosion of a 
well that seriously injured a worker on the North Slope. (It is worth noting that according to 
Factiva, with the exception of oil industry trade publications, only one other news 
organization, Dow Jones, reported on the explosion, and only once.33) Her report prominently 
quoted Charles Hamel, described as “an advocate for BP workers in Alaska”.  A former oil 
industry executive, Hamel can fairly be called symbolic of self-defined stakeholders and their 
impact on news media coverage. In the early 1990s, well before Browne became CEO, BP 
had employed private investigators who were later alleged to have pressured Hamel and his 
family after he criticised the firm’s operations; the affair ended up in a Federal court and 
before the US Congress, effectively making Hamel untouchable.  (This history is accessible 
through stakeholder media such as sourcewatch.org, which tracks public figures.) By 2001 he 
had joined the board of the Project on Government Oversight (POGO), an NGO that 
publishes its own print and online media.  Hamel regularly published regulatory and internal 
documents related to BP on POGO’s site (www.pogo.org).  He now became an essential 
source for McNulty.  
 
McNulty’s further coverage of BP’s operations stressed the failure of “a company that takes 
pride in its record of corporate responsibility” to invest sufficiently in maintenance and safety.  
This theme reflected a wider pattern throughout the oil industry, where fluctuations in the 
price of crude oil combined with mergers and restructuring placed tremendous pressure on 
costs, at a moment when investors and financial analysts demanded better margins. Thus on 
August 26, McNulty cited an anonymous worker: "We are half the workforce we were 12 
years ago, with more wells and more facilities.”34  The following day, another BP worker was 
cited by name:  “There is no doubt that cost-cutting and profits have taken precedence over 
safety and the environment.” A BP spokesman commented that "we need to take a real hard 
look at what we're doing and whether it's adequate," implicitly validating the workers’ 
accusations.  (Weeks later, McNulty reported that “BP admits staffing problems.” 35) Hamel 

                                                 
30 See, for example, Sam McDonald, “ANWR Apathy: Does anyone really care if oil wells in Alaska disturb the 
caribou?” www.Reason.com, 2 August 2001.  Accessed July 2009. 
31 Julie Earle And Sheila Mcnulty,”Decision on drilling for oil in Alaska welcomed.” Financial Times, 3 August 
2001. 
32 Matthew Jones And Sheila Mcnulty. “BP denies Alaskan accounting 'scandal'.” Financial Times, 10 July 
2002. 
33 George Orwel, “Alaska State Agency Probes BP Oil Well Explosion”.  Dow Jones Energy Service, 30 August 
2002. 
34 Sheila McNulty, “Workers accuse BP of taking safety risks.” Financial Times, 26 August 2002. 
35 Sheila McNulty, “BP wells may be regulated.” Financial Times, 
3 October 2002. 
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called for regulatory sanctions: "I believe that the procedures followed before the accident 
were most likely in violation of BP's probation” for felony environmental violations dating to 
1999.36  A finding that BP was in violation of probation could affect its license to operate on 
the North Slope.  
 
McNulty’s further coverage stressed the fragility of BP’s position.  On September 10, she 
reported that despite BP’s previous assurances, the firm now admitted that essential safety 
tests had not been performed on the well that had exploded.  Her article referred to logbooks 
of test procedures kept by BP workers, a sign that she had become a conduit for employee 
concerns.  Hamel was quoted that the wells were “operating improperly and/or illegally.”37  
BP soon announced a safety review of 137 wells, while workers demanded examination of 
another 123 wells, and Hamel warned McNulty of “an unheard of, unprecedented 
concealment by management.” A BP spokesman wearily commented: “Every day people are 
coming and saying they want things looked at.” 38  They included Alaskan regulators who 
considered relieving BP of its responsibility to regulate its own wells.39  BP’s Federal 
probation officer went to court to obtain unlimited access to BP’s Alaska operations, and 
won.40  A BP worker who had spoken out on safety issues filed a complaint for “unlawful 
retaliation” against him by the firm.41  Meanwhile, it was revealed that minor oil spills (about 
250 gallons) from BP operations occurred, and had not been reported by the firm.  Once 
again, regulators intervened.   
 
Alongside this classic dynamic of a news reporter following a “hot” story, virulent 
amplification was provided by stakeholder media.  Hamel became a preferred source of online 
environmentalist and Left political media, where he appeared in 1,070 pages found via a 
Google search using the terms “anwr drilling hamel” in September 2009; he also appears 
among the first 10 results among 292,000 for a search on “anwr drilling”.  The tone of these 
web pages is notably more aggressive than McNulty’s reports, including the repeatedly-cited 
claim that “Hamel says he's determined to expose BP's shoddy operations and throw a wrench 
in President Bush's plans to open up ANWR to drilling.”42  Anyone interested enough in the 
ANWR to seek information via Google could hardly avoid Hamel’s views.   
 
Most important, a confluence of news and stakeholder media was taking shape, in which a 
crisis situation made a historic adversarial stakeholder newsworthy.  BP’s claims to attain a 
higher ethical standard did not create this dynamic.  However, the claims visibly altered the 
frame within which the events were interpreted by a leading news media, and thereby 
empowered various critics or monitors of BP’s operations.  Moreover, these critics were able 
to influence other actors through a variety of channels: direct appeals to those actors (for 
example, if an employee leaked a document to a regulator); through stakeholder media; and 
through news media that were receptive to stakeholder information.  Feedback from these 
actors was then directed toward BP. This dynamic is modelled in Figure 5 below.   
 

                                                 
36 Sheila McNulty, “Well testing is cold comfort for Alaskan staff.” Financial Times, 27 August 2002. 
37 Sheila McNulty “BP admits Alaskan test lapse.” Financial Times, 10 September 2002. Fi 
38 Sheila McNulty. “BP staff in plea on well safety.” Financial Times, 28 September 2002. 
39 Sheila McNulty, “BP Wells May Be Regulated.”  Financial Times, 2 October 2002. 
40 Sheila McNulty, “Judge tightens controls over BP’s Alaska unit.”  Financial Times, 3 January 2003. 
41 Sheila McNulty, “Dispute over staff safety at BP intensifies.” October 17, 2002. 
42 This phrase originally appeared in Jason Leopold, “It Could be Worse than Exxon Valdez: Drilling and 
Spilling in the ANWR”, and was subsequently repeated verbatim on other stakeholder sites.  See  
http://www.counterpunch.org/leopold04202005.html, published April 21, 2005, accessed on Sept. 10 2009.  
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Figure 5: News sourcing and stakeholder media amplification at BP Alaska, 2002-2005 
 

 
 
News media coverage of the conflict in Alaska steadily expanded (notably at Fox News, 
where commentators hostile to BP were given free rein, as we will see later). Material 
outcomes coincided with this intensifying coverage.  BP announced on Nov.  26, 2002 that it 
had withdrawn from Arctic Power, an industry lobbying group that pressed for drilling in the 
ANWR.  Noted McNulty: “BP critics said it was right for [the company] to pull back, given a 
recent explosion at its Alaska operations that is being investigated by several government 
bodies.”43  However, BP refused to rule out future involvement in Arctic exploration and 
drilling.   
 
New events intensified further the scrutiny on BP.  In December, a welder was killed in 
another accident, generating further official and stakeholder response.  As 2003 began, the 
president of BP Alaska notified employees in an internal memo published by McNulty that 
“Safety will be our number-one priority ... the prerequisite and the foundation for every task 
we perform, regardless how risky or routine.”44  A confluence of stakeholder and news media 
pressure was obliging BP to attain further benchmarks. As McNulty put it, “BP's record in 
Alaska… is now viewed against its publicity campaign to present the company as ‘Beyond 
Petroleum’.”45 
 
2. Environmentalist stakeholders retreat from Beyond Petroleum 
 
The safety issues at Prudhoe Bay, despite BP’s distancing (relative to US oil firms) from 
Bush administration efforts to open the ANWR to oil exploration and drilling, put 
environmentalists supportive of Beyond Petroleum in a difficult position.  In January 2003, 
Henderson Global Investors, a leading UK ethical fund, announced that it was selling its BP 
holdings after losing confidence in the firm’s commitment to safety and the environment in 
Alaska.  The following month the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), previously cited as an ally of 

                                                 
43 Sheila McNulty, “BP quits campaign on Alaskan drilling.” Financial Times, 26 November 2002. 
44 Sheila McNulty, “BP scarred by furore over safety issues.” Financial Times, 23 January 2003. 
45 Sheila McNulty, “Workers accuse BP of breach of rules.”  Financial Times, 23 May 2003. 
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BP management (see note 22), likewise announced that it was selling its 200,000 BP shares. 
McNulty quoted a WWF spokeswoman: "Their performance on health and safety over the last 
12 months is not what we would have expected… We can't in good conscience keep BP on 
our books"46.   
 
Both moves were reported and commented in online stakeholder media as well as the news 
media, where it was observed that WWF’s action occurred in the context of a growing debate 
within the environmentalist movement over whether and how reformers could cooperate with 
industry.47  In particular, WWF had been severely criticised by another leading environmental 
NGO, Friends of the Earth, for agreeing to counsel the cement firm Lafarge on environmental 
issues in return for a fee.48  WWF’s mission statement specifically included such pacts: “From 
the smallest community to the largest multinational organization, we seek to inspire others 
who can advance the cause of conservation.”49  The group continued to cooperate with 
multinationals, including BP’s solar division.  The point of interest for us is that stakeholders, 
too, operate in and are influenced by feedback loops. WWF’s work with Lafarge influenced 
its reputation, and that pressure apparently impacted its actions in other sectors.  
 
3. Exxon Mobil creates a parallel stakeholder media system  
 
It would be mistaken to infer from BP’s difficulties in meeting its new benchmarks to the 
satisfaction of environmentalist stakeholders that its competitors were thereby spared. Exxon 
Mobil remained the most-hated firm for environmentalists.  The firm’s response included 
funding counter-NGOs to disrupt adversary operations and to influence media coverage of the 
climate change issue.  In 2003, Public Interest Watch, a pro-industry NGO funded largely by 
Exxon, asked the IRS to audit Greenpeace for alleged misdeeds including money-
laundering.50  Following the audit, Greenpeace created a special project which tracked the 
firm’s funding of groups and individuals opposed to climate change action.  In 2007, 
Greenpeace reported that Exxon Mobil was spending $2.1 million annually to finance such 
organisations. Each of these events generated significant news and stakeholder media 
coverage (not least by Greenpeace itself),51 and they also led to a Congressional investigation 
of Exxon’s anti-climate activism.52   
 
There was at least one direct link to BP for Exxon’s activist network.  Among its members 
was junkscience.com, a website that claimed to attack “all the junk that’s fit to debunk”, and 
specifically the claim that greenhouse gas emissions are driving climate change.  This site was 
founded by Steven J. Milloy, who identified himself as “a frequent advocate for free 
enterprise/free market principles and policies in conjunction with… the National Center for 
Public Policy Research,”53 also funded by Exxon. Milloy called Beyond Petroleum “a 
                                                 
46 Sheila McNulty, “BP suffers a fall from grace with WWF-UK.”  Financial Times, 14 February 2003. 
47See, for example, a website dedicated to monitoring CR policies, highly ranked by Google : Business Respect, 
Issue Number 49, 8 February 2003, at http://www.mallenbaker.net/CR/page.php?Story_ID=818. 
48 Anon., “Harris superquarry: INTERNATIONAL CALL FOR WWF TO END "EMBARRASSING" DEAL.”  
Friends of the Earth, Feb. 7 2003, via http://www.foei.org/en/media/archive/2003/0207.html, accessed Nov. 2 
2009. 
49 See http://www.worldwildlife.org/who/Vision/index.html. 
50 The incident is documented at 
http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Public_Interest_Watch#PIW_Campaign_Against_Greenpeace, 
accessed Nov. 3 2009. 
51 “Did a Group Financed by Exxon Prompt IRS to Audit Greenpeace?” The Wall Street Journal, 21 March 2006 
52 Ian Talley, “Congress Panel Queries Exxon On Funds To Climate Skeptics”. Dow Jones Commodities 
Service, 18 May 2007. 
53 See http://junkscience.com/Junkman.html. Accessed July 2009. 
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particularly egregious corporate effort to get on the politically correct side of the global 
warming controversy” on Fox News, where his commentaries appeared regularly.54  Milloy 
had previously worked as a registered lobbyist and pro-tobacco activist, denouncing scientific 
studies of tobacco’s health effects. It is worth reproducing here a graphic created by an anti-
tobacco lobbying group, Americans for Nonsmokers’ Rights55, which models Milloy’s pro-
tobacco network, for two reasons.  First, some of these network components later migrated to 
Exxon’s cause; second, the network is specifically designed to amplify messages across 
multiple media and stakeholders, effectively mimicking strategies of organisations like 
Greenpeace. 
 
Figure 6: An industry-specific stakeholder media network: Pro-tobacco activists 
 

 
Note: At the time this chart was compiled, print was the favoured media for these stakeholders. The Cato 
Institute, Center for Consumer Freedom and junkscience.com are online at this writing. 
 
Exxon Mobil’s funding of critics of climate change action in general and BP in particular did 
not protect it from shareholder activism on a far larger scale than BP had experienced. To take 
one example, in 2006, institutional shareholders representing 85 million Exxon Mobil shares 
worth $US 5.26 billion demanded to meet with the firm’s board, denouncing “a company that 
fails to acknowledge the potential for climate change to have a profound impact on global 
energy markets, and which lags far behind its competitors in developing a strategy to plan for 

                                                 
54 Steven Milloy, “Beyond Belief”.  Foxnews.com, 10 January 2003, at 
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,74469,00.html .  Accessed July 2009. 
55 Available via www.no-smoke.org/pdf/stevenmilloy.pdf.  Accessed July 2009. 
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and manage these impacts.”56  This action followed several years of shareholder resolutions 
attempting to overturn management’s opposition to the Kyoto accords.  
 
The sources available to news media had multiplied significantly since the launch of Beyond 
Petroleum.  They now included not only BP’s employees, but also its competitors and their 
fronts. Greenpeace’s position continued to strengthen, because it was now the key actor in an 
affair under investigation by the US Congress, a prominent news source.  The chief loser in 
this process so far was Exxon, and it is perhaps no coincidence that Exxon was the only actor 
who attempted to influence the system in a non-transparent manner.  Stakeholder media were 
capable of exposing such strategies, and of influencing government response via amplification 
in the news media. 
 
4. From safety violations to safety warnings 
 
So far, news coverage concerning BP in Alaska had been largely reactive in nature.  For 
McNulty, this stance became proactive in August 2003, when she quoted BP workers and 
Hamel warning that BP’s failure to properly maintain pipelines in Alaska would result in 
further oil spills and environmental damage.  She commented: “If proven, the claims would 
prove embarrassing for BP, which is marketing itself as ‘Beyond Petroleum’, and complicate 
its probation.”57  The article referred to two fairly minor spills that spring, which BP and a 
contractor had not reported to authorities, and which were blamed on cost-cutting.   
 
The safety and maintenance stories remained alive as state and Federal regulators stepped up 
investigations into BP’s operating mishaps, including the possibility that the firm had 
deliberately concealed corrosion in its pipelines, as workers charged.58  A pattern was 
emerging in which allegations by BP workers, amplified from stakeholder media to news 
media, led to official action, generating further coverage.  Meanwhile, stakeholder media, as 
with the Colombia incident, continued to serve as accessible archives of past incidents 
involving BP.59 However, from August 2004 until March 2005, McNulty wrote nothing more 
about BP.  One reason may be that by news standards she had taken an extremely exposed 
position vis-à-vis the firm, and no catastrophe had arrived to justify it.  
 
5. The long tail of Beyond Petroleum 
 
In March 2005, an explosion at BP’s Texas City refinery killed 15 men.  The following 
month, the massive oil spill predicted by BP’s dissident workers occurred in Alaska, as a 
pipeline rupture spilled 200,000 gallons of oil into the environment. Virtually every BP 
installation in the US became an object of anxiety and inspection.  In the following months, 
Federal agencies, Congressional investigators and news media swarmed around and through 
the firm’s US operations, while stakeholder media seized the news break to further their 
particular agendas. However, it is worth noting that like BP’s previous troubles in Alaska, 
these catastrophes apparently had relatively minor and transient impact on BP’s stock price, 
as shown in the chart below.  

                                                 
56 Anon., “Concerned That Exxon Mobil's Handling of Climate Change 'Lags Far Behind' BP, Shell and Other 
Competitors, 17 Leading U.S. Institutional Investors Seek Meeting With Exxon Board.” PRNewswire, 18 May 2006. 
57 Sheila McNulty, “BP under attack for oil maintenance.” Financial Times, 5 August 2003. 
58 Sheila McNulty, “US regulators widen BP Alaska probe, 6 August 2004. 
59 See, for example, Jason Leopold, “BP Faces Huge Fines Related to Unreported Oil Spills in Alaska --Is 
ANWR Next?” www.dissidentvoice.org, May 17, 2005, at http://dissidentvoice.org/May05/Leopold0517.htm.  
Accessed Sept. 2009. 
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Figure 7: BP PLC Stock Price, 2000-2008 
(Note: the decline in stock price at the end of 2008 reflects the global financial crisis.) 
 

 
 
It is beyond the scope of this article to examine coverage of BP following the Texas City 
accident by news and stakeholder media in detail.  We do, however, note a paradox.  
Following these disasters, enthusiasm within BP for the term “Beyond Petroleum” became an 
object of nostalgia or embarrassment; outside BP, however, the line lived on.  Though news 
media very occasionally continued to refer to Beyond Petroleum, the key drivers of this long 
tail were stakeholder media.  For example, under the headline “Beyond Pathetic: BP allowed 
to increase waste discharges into Lake Michigan”, the online environmentalist magazine 
Grist.org told its readers in 2007: “You may recall that BP is moving ‘Beyond Petroleum.’ 
But first it has a few things to take care of...”60  Successful CR initiatives may have a longer 
media tail than their operational lifespan, particularly in stakeholder media. 
 
A major event linked to Beyond Petroleum occurred during this period: the launch of BP 
Alternative Energy in November 2005.  This new structure combined BP’s solar, wind, 
biofuel, natural gas-fuelled electric power and other non-petroleum operations into a single 
business unit with $8 billion of investment. Though news media response to the launch was 
massive and largely positive, it did not displace the hostile response that followed the Texas 
City and Alaskan crises.  Nor did it mitigate the hostile coverage of stakeholder media, which 
remained largely fixed on BP’s violations of the principles carried by Beyond Petroleum. 
 
                                                 
60 See http://preview.beta.grist.org/article/beyond-pathetic/. Accessed Sept. 2009. 
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One other long tail effect partially due to Beyond Petroleum can be affirmed.  Beginning in 
2007, Exxon Mobil, under new leadership, significantly modified its position on climate 
change, along with other major US oil firms.  Beyond Petroleum was hardly the sole cause.  
In the intervening years, Hurricane Katrina had severely discredited US opponents of climate 
change activism, including the Bush administration and the oil industry.  (In 2004 Greenpeace 
had released a fictional film that showed tidal waves hitting the US coast to dramatise its 
demands that Exxon change its policy on climate change, which the firm derided.) A sharp 
rise in the price of oil shocked consumers in oil-importing countries, and drove governments 
and industry to explore alternative energies on a larger scale.  It had become increasingly 
risky for oil firms to oppose these trends: The system in which they operate was adapting to 
new conditions.  It can fairly be said that BP had facilitated that shift. 
 
 

IV. Discussion 
 
The numerous citations included in this article barely suggest the enormous extent and 
complexity of the feedback triggered by Beyond Petroleum.  They do, however, suffice to 
demonstrate that announcements of CR initiatives carry heightened responsibility to deliver 
on the part of an organisation that undertakes them, potentially higher costs related to 
compliance with the new responsibilities, heightened scrutiny of its operations, and 
heightened attention to the organisation’s history. Claims of attaining a higher ethical 
standard on the part of a firm create external and internal expectations of compliance for 
stakeholders who support the initiative. The same claims create scepticism or outright 
resistance among stakeholders who feel threatened by the initiative.  Derogation from the new 
standard not only impacts the firm’s reputation; it also weakens supporters and strengthens 
detractors. Within the dynamic system that surrounds these announcements, information 
drives actions that create new information, that leads in turn to new action.  So far as our data 
show, this process is not decisive for market capitalisation.  However, it clearly influences 
options and decisions available to management. 
 
Some of these developments can be foreseen.  It was a “predictable surprise” (cf. Bazerman 
and Watson, 2004) that BP’s stated concern for the environment would raise questions about 
Arctic operations; it was likewise predictable that following safety incidents, BP’s operations 
in Alaska would receive closer regulatory oversight, and that stakeholder critics of its 
operations would appear justified.  We therefore posit that the moment of greatest danger for 
a firm’s reputation occurs when the historic information compiled by stakeholder media 
appears coherent and confluent with potential value-destroying patterns identified by news 
media.  At that point a latent consensus exists, which an accident may transform into crisis.    
 
A similar dynamic is visible in the Yahoo! c. Licra affair studied by Le Menestrel et al. 
(2002), and in the Danone crisis of 2001 (Hunter et al. 2008).  In the former, attacks on online 
booksellers and auctioneers for sales of Nazi-inspired goods led to retaliatory publicity by 
activists, followed by stakeholder media coverage, then to legal action which created a major 
news story.  In the latter, downsizing by profitable firms in France created a broad front of 
stakeholders that coalesced when Danone was revealed to be planning a restructuring.  The 
measurable and predictive thresholds of this dynamic are beyond the scope of this article, but 
appear to us as a strategic subject of future research from both a management and activist 
perspective.  
 
In parallel with this dynamic, a tacit division of labour is appearing in the media landscape: 
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The news media cover events, while stakeholders create events and compile sources and data 
for news media. However, this division of labour is evolving: Greenpeace consistently 
reported events, and its independent data gathering capabilities proved highly embarrassing 
for Exxon Mobil.  Stakeholder media also played other roles in a significantly different 
manner from the news media: 
 

• Framing: To a larger extent than news media, stakeholder media framed the story of 
Beyond Petroleum within the context of a larger struggle over global reaction to climate 
change, while news media focused more on implications for BP’s financial results.  Attributes 
assigned by stakeholder media were stated in far less neutral and more affirmative terms. 
 

• Mobilising:  Stakeholder media sought to directly drive and/or support action to force 
changes in management policies at BP and other oil firms; news media played this role 
indirectly (by punctually stating editorial opinions), if at all.   
 

• Archiving:  Stakeholder media maintained a far more extensive and detailed historical 
and regulatory record of BP’s actions than did news media. 
 

• Amplifying: Stakeholder media distributed detailed information derived from news 
media to their respective communities, as well as information and attributes derived from 
other stakeholders and their media; news media treated certain stakeholder sources as 
legitimate, but did not offer equally detailed information on their activities and positions.  
 
The stakeholder group of predominant concern for managers of public firms, their 
shareholders, cannot be shown by this case to immediately impact management choices, in 
keeping with Parthiban et al. (2007), who found a negative relationship between shareholder 
proposals and corporate social performance.  However, activist shareholders do generate 
events that are transcribed in news and stakeholder media coverage, and that coverage may 
impact on a firm’s reputation by challenging the sincerity of management’s commitment to its 
stated policies.  
 
The single most important conclusion that arises from this case study is that an organisation’s 
effort to portray itself as responsible must be supported by demonstrable commitments and 
results, internally and externally.  On the evidence, it may be extremely difficult for a firm – 
even a firm with leadership as intelligent as BP’s – to understand in advance how severely its 
claims will be judged. Beyond Petroleum was considered derisory at different times by 
numerous stakeholders within and outside the firm: Prudhoe Bay workers called attention to 
the dangers arising from cost cuts, and environmentalist shareholders denounced extending 
Arctic operations. It may have been impossible for an oil firm to reject the possibility of 
drilling in environmentally sensitive areas, while simultaneously satisfying non-
environmentalist investors, or to predict in advance how cost cuts would impact on safety; yet 
these expectations were clearly created by Beyond Petroleum.  In consequence, BP was 
judged more severely for its failure to fully live up to them. 
 
Would BP have been wiser to make more modest claims, under a less bold slogan?  One may 
observe that while Beyond Petroleum did not protect BP from stakeholder activism, BP was 
noticeably less threatened than Exxon Mobil by the concerns of influential stakeholders that 
inattention to climate change could compromise the firm’s future.  Moreover, by putting 
environmental concerns at the centre of the firm’s image, and attracting news and stakeholder 
media attention to its claims, BP underlined the importance of the underlying issue, in 
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keeping with theory on first- and second-level media effects.  It thus raised the stakes of 
climate change policy for its competitors, as evidenced by the fact that within a few years, its 
principal competitors were obliged to change their positions on climate change.  That may 
have occurred in any case; the scientific evidence that climate change is occurring, and that 
the oil industry contributes to it, cannot be contested without grave risk, as Exxon’s largely 
botched attempt to create an activist army suggests.  Nonetheless BP unquestionably 
increased the scrutiny paid to how oil firms addressed the issue, and made possible new 
comparisons and benchmarks.  
 
This case poses the question of whether in the short term failures of a CR policy are more 
easily measured than its successes.  It also poses the issue of whether first- and second-level 
agenda setting effects are more or less profound among users of stakeholder media than in 
news media.  Given that a strong minority of news media users tends to seek out coverage 
that reinforces its views61, and that Internet users typically seek information on issues of 
interest to them, we can posit that similar, stronger effects will be present for stakeholder 
media users.  We can also posit that second-level, attribute-setting effects will be stronger 
among users of stakeholder media, whose membership and legitimacy in a given community 
implies prior acceptance of the community’s values.  However, both these points remain to be 
demonstrated.   
 
At present, there is sufficient evidence of the impact of stakeholder media to ask how firms 
can incorporate their dynamics into CR initiatives.  An obvious starting point is to look at 
their previous histories.  CR initiatives that do not take a firm’s historical legacy into account 
may run the risk of inadvertently creating embarrassing links, as stakeholder media look into 
the organisation’s past in search of contrarian information.  Executives must realise that they 
no longer, if ever they did, control the information about their firms that is considered current 
and pertinent by stakeholders.  They cannot count on the present-moment focus of news 
media to insulate them from their own history. 
 
A further, crucial step would be to recognise that the least visible of the stakeholders at the 
outset of a CR initiative, a firm’s employees, may become most influential concerning its 
reputation.  We call this a “Trojan Horse” effect, because within the beautiful edifice of a CR 
initiative, a powerful counter-force may be hidden from view.  This force will not necessarily 
work against management,62 but it must be taken into account.  In system dynamics terms, it 
constitutes a delayed feedback loop whose effects may appear well after an initiative is 
launched.  The resistance of employees to change management initiatives is well known in the 
literature on organisational change and system dynamics (Sterman et al. 1997), yet certain 
change initiatives (like the French social security project described above) fail to consider 
employees as information sources for other stakeholders.  The Beyond Petroleum case 
suggests that this may be a particularly grave error. A CR initiative makes the feedback of 
such stakeholders highly newsworthy, because they possess inside information about the 
reality of how promises compare to practices.  Moreover, stakeholder media offer them 
multiple points of access to interested observers.    Further research is required to quantify 
these and similar effects, in order to render them more comprehensible, if not predictable.  
 
Initiatives based on the proposition that “communication is repetition” cannot succeed with 

                                                 
61 In the US, the Pew Center found that 36% of the news audience’s “likes” concerning news coverage includes 
“shares your point of view.” Op. cit., “News Audiences Increasingly Politicized”, (see note 2).  
62 See, for example, Gunawardana, Michelle, “The Women Beind Your Label: Inspirational Stories of MAS 
Women in the Apparel Industry Who Have Gone Beyond”.  Colombo:  MAS Holdings, 2009.   
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these stakeholders.  Their engagement depends on what happens to and with them at their 
posts. Management would be wise to ascertain whether and how much employees support 
such an initiative before going public with it.  A recent case study of a Sri Lankan 
multinational, Hayleys PLC, describes such a strategy, in which management began by 
reviewing existing CR practices, then extended them to key worker groups and involved 
unions, then obtained certification from independent observers, and finally relied on both the 
certifications and the good will of workers to cement relationships with international buyers 
of Hayleys’ products who were themselves under pressure from stakeholders to support CR 
practices in their supply chains (Hunter and Van Wassenhove, 2009). 
 
BP was held responsible not only for its explicit claims, but for what key stakeholders thought 
its claims should be.  John Browne never promised that Beyond Petroleum included abjuring 
Arctic drilling; Greenpeace (and a host of other stakeholders and their media) independently 
declared that without such a promise, Beyond Petroleum was meaningless.  In so doing they 
set the stage for sharper scrutiny of BP’s Alaska operations, with severe results for the firm.  
We conclude that under certain conditions the declaration that a firm has a CR policy may 
subject it to scrutiny that far surpasses its explicit claims.  At a minimum, any firm that 
undertakes such initiatives must demonstrate not only the sincerity of its claims, but their 
concrete results inside and outside the firm.  Stakeholder media are not going away, and their 
voices are growing louder.  Where corporate responsibility is concerned, their influence on 
reputation may be decisive.   
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